
Fall Of 2014 the Oklahoma based band Sign Of Lies was established. 

Founding Members Arik Hanradt and Jessie Marin formed the high 

energy hard rock band Sign Of Lies. Influenced by power house bands 

of the 70’s, 80’s, 90’s and today. Bands such as Alice Cooper, KISS, 

Motley Crue, Megadeath, Iron Maiden, Skid Row, Alice In Chains, 

Korn, Slipknot Misfits, Stone Sour, Sixx AM, Saliva to give a base. 

With Sign Of Lies we took the key elements of these influences and 

implemented them into our own style with hunger, fire and passion. 

Focusing on the energy and heart of our music. The thundering 

drums, growling bass lines, powerful ripping guitar riffs and solos 

along with the power, emotion and aggressive vocals with an edge. 

Entering the music scene of Oklahoma playing gigs all around 

Oklahoma City, Tulsa and Wichita Kansas. We dug through the  

trenches with all our fellow brothers. Growing, sculpting, jumping 

hurdles and honing our image to become what we dreamed of       

Sign Of Lies. December of 2015, we hit the recording studio with 

Ricardo Sasaki our engineer/producer (Ares Recording Studio) and Mark Stevenson co-

producer/manager. In 2016 we were introduced to Chason Dane a young driven drummer that played 

like an animal and had a flare, drive and the same passionate goals. With Chason’s flare adding to our 

hunger, the energy level increased and so did our opportunities to play with National Headliners such as 

(Hinder, Stryper, Puddle of Mudd, Shamans Harvest, Blacktop Mojo, Son’s Of Texas, Saving Able to 

name a few). All direct support to the National headliners. Which this led to Locking down pro 

management (I.LA artist development) and booking (M7 Booking Agency). Now we’re taking off. 

 In April of 2016 we released our first full length album gaining traction 

in our southern market. Spring of 2017 we were to hit the road with 12 

stones which was cancelled days before we were to hit the road 

(Reasons beyond our control), Locked in to a tour with Austin Winkler 

(of Hinder) again it was rescheduled twice then cancelled days before 

the first show. Still we kept faith and landed a short run with Michale 

Graves (MisFits) running all over Texas late in 2017. The momentum 

and excitement of the road burned into our hearts and that solidified 

that this was the beginning of something huge.  Breaking Out in 2018 

we have played shows and small festivals all over the southern region 

of the United States opening for regional and national artists. All by 

invite. Carrying on as a 3-piece band throughout 2018. We 

accomplished many milestones by breaking into new markets, opening 

for many national artists in Oklahoma, headlining events and shooting 

our first Music Video. Still something was missing. A front man! 

Someone to man the helms of this battleship and fully complete our lineup. This is where Devon LaCore 

comes in the picture. The charisma, energy and captivation of Bruce Dickinson along with the diverse 

vocal ability of Bruce and Cory Taylor the band is complete. This is where we say, Watch Out We’re 

Coming!  

See you all soon at a venue and town soon.   

   


